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Risk factors for CEOs
What are the top risk factors that all asset management CEOs should have at the forefront of  their
thinking? Could they be the latest VAR figure, counterparty, or the potential departure of  their most
talented people? Funds Europe finds out

Contact Fiona Rintoul: fiona.rintoul@funds-europe.com

PLUS: CEO Roundtable – seven of the industry’s top fund management chief executives and senior
managers, from Allianz Global Investors Europe, T. Rowe Price Global Investment Services, Carmignac
Gestion, Credit Suisse, Natixis Global Asset Management, Invesco Europe, and Investec Asset
Management discuss risk, reputation and challenges

Contributions are not required

Emerged markets
What happened to the frontier markets that made it into MSCI’s emerging market index in the
summer? Are there any signs of  a boom, and if  yes, where has the money come from?

Contact Nick Fitzpatrick: nick.fitzpatrick@funds-europe.com

Fund launches
We look at selected fund launches over recent months to see what product development trends are
prominent

Contact Nick Fitzpatrick: nick.fitzpatrick@funds-europe.com

Domiciles
There has been a small flood of  offshore funds re-domiciling in Europe, driven by the AIFMD. How
easy is this for fund managers and what are the impacts on their funds?

Contact Angèle Spiteri Paris:  angele.spiteriparis@funds-europe.com

Investing in volatility
Volatility trading is said to provide diversification to equity portfolios - but what is volatility trading?
How do you access it, and is there a role for it in pension funds portfolios?

Contact Fiona Rintoul: fiona.rintoul@funds-europe.com

Outsourcing
Research suggests that the difficulties of  the 'lift out' era in outsourcing are over. The gauge for this is
client service standards, which have significantly increased in recent times. But the lack of  independent
pricing for derivatives indicates the overall outsourcing model still has some way to go

Contact Nicholas Pratt: nicholas.pratt@funds-europe.com

Trading & exchanges
Alternative trading venues have sprung up in the wake of  MIFID and have challenged traditional stock
exchanges across Europe. Some markets have withstood the challenge set by the new players better
than others have. We look at fragmentation across Europe and ask whether the resilience of  the
traditional exchanges is a good thing for asset managers

Contact Nicholas Pratt: nicholas.pratt@funds-europe.com

PLUS... key interviews, fund focus and regular columns
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